
Keeping your Nissan LEAF  
at your fingertips

NissanConnect® EV
NISSAN LEAF®
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Nissan offers a variety of packages, including 5-year 
Select, 3-year EV, and 3-year Premium package trials 

with your qualifying new Nissan LEAF® purchase1 
to try out. Standard compatible smartphone 

connectivity makes each drive easier, while available 
tech helps keep your Nissan LEAF accessible 

from afar — start a charge remotely, get range 
information, and more.1, 2, 9, 13

Enhance your experience

Explore all your options

http://www.nissanusa.com/connect/system-availability.29543.html?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
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Enrollment
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1.   Download the NissanConnect® EV & Services  
app and log in with your account to get  
access to your Nissan LEAF.®

2.   If you don‘t have a MyNISSAN Owner Portal 
account, you can register and enroll by following 
the link below.

Tap here for iOS® Tap here for Android™

MyNISSAN Owner Account Portal

Enhance your  
ownership experience

Get access to your vehicle’s information online and 
even manage your services and subscriptions when 
you enroll in the MyNISSAN Owner Portal. Enrollment 
is easy; just ask your dealer to enroll you. Or, if you‘d 
rather enroll on your own time, choose from the 
MyNISSAN Owner Portal options below:

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/nissanconnect-ev-services/id407814405?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aqsmartphone.android.nissan&hl=en_US&gl=US&utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
https://www.nissanusa.com/owners/registration?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Gain access to the many unique features of your 
fully electric Nissan LEAF® through the NissanConnect® 
EV & Services app. Adjust your cabin temp, set 
charging timers, and get range info directly from your 
compatible smartphone and smartwatch. Remote 
access, driving history on demand, and customizable 
alerts round out a fully connected experience.1, 2, 7

NissanConnect® EV 1

with Services powered by SiriusXM



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Designed exclusively for Nissan LEAF, the available 
NissanConnect® EV & Services app, powered by 
SiriusXM, takes connected EV technology to the next 
level. On the go? You can sync with your LEAF and 
control select vehicle functions with your compatible 
smartphone and smartwatch. At home? Access your 
Nissan LEAF with just your voice using the Nissan Skill 
for Amazon Alexa.®1, 8

CONNECTED VEHICLE SERVICES, RECHARGED

Learn more about NissanConnect®

Check or set your car’s cabin 
temperature remotely with the 
NissanConnect® EV & Services app.1, 7

NISSANCONNECT® EV & SERVICES1

Be one with your Nissan LEAF®

https://www.nissanusa.com/connect.html?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Want the perfect temperature before you get in? Or 
maybe you want to start a charge remotely? Do all that 
and more through your compatible smart device.1, 7

•  Remote Start Charge1

•   Remote Climate 
Control On/Off1, 7

•   Remote Climate 
Control Timer1, 7

•  Check Cabin Temperature1

•  Set Cabin Temperature1, 7

•   Remote Battery 
Status Check1

•   Nissan Skill for 
Amazon Alexa1, 8

•  And More

Remote Controls1

STAY CONNECTED 
TO YOUR NISSAN LEAF®



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Get important alerts and up-to-date range and 
charging info on your compatible phone.1, 2, 13

•  Estimated Driving Range2

•   Charging Station Availability5

•   Charging Station 
Map Updates

•   Plug-in Reminder 
Notifications

•   Charge Complete 
Notifications

•   Lithium-ion Battery 
Warmer Status

•  Charging Timer
•  And More

Range & Charging1, 2

KNOW EVERY THING ABOUT 
YOUR NEX T CHARGE



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Use the NissanConnect® EV & Services 
app to begin charging your Nissan LEAF® 
anytime you want. If you are plugged in, 
there is no need to physically go to your 
vehicle or charge station.1

Want to charge at night when electricity 
prices are lower? Plug your Nissan LEAF in  
at home and set the charging timer to 
wake up to a full battery.1, 9

ESTIM ATED DRIVING R ANGE

How far until your next charge? See your remaining 
range at a glance on your compatible phone.1, 2

Range & Charging1, 2

KNOW EVERY THING ABOUT 
YOUR NEX T CHARGE



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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“Alexa, ask Nissan to set cabin temperature  
to 72 degrees.”1, 7, 10

“Alexa, ask Nissan to check my battery charge 
level.”1, 9, 10

“Alexa, ask Nissan to unlock my car.”1, 10 

Just ask Alexa. Using only your voice, the Nissan Skill 
for Alexa can help you control some of your favorite 
vehicle functions as quickly and easily as having a 
conversation. Just tell Alexa “Launch Nissan” to get 
started!1, 8, 10

Control your Nissan from 
the comfort of your home1, 10

Nissan Skill for Amazon Alexa

https://www.nissanusa.com/connect/features-apps/nissanconnect-services-amazon-alexa-skill.html?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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Plan a road trip, set multiple stops, and find charging 
stations along the way. NissanConnect® EV with Services 
helps you maximize your time on the road.1, 5, 6

•  Route Planner1, 6, 11

•  Destinations by Google1, 6

•  My Car Finder
•  And More

Planning, Destination 
& Assistance1

FOLLOW AN ITINER ARY OR M AKE 
NEW PL ANS ON THE FLY



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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ROUTE PL ANNER

Plan your itinerary and simplify your trip. Route 
Planner uses your Nissan LEAF’s battery status to 
map out your next road trip, with charging waypoints 
along the way.1, 5, 6

You can add up to 5 waypoints to your route, 
so pit stops can be planned.1, 6, 11

Set your route from the comfort of your 
home. You can access Route Planner from the 
MyNISSAN Owner Portal.1, 6, 11

Planning, Destination 
& Assistance1

FOLLOW AN ITINER ARY OR M AKE 
NEW PL ANS ON THE FLY



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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With NissanConnect® EV with Services, you get 
detailed information about your Nissan LEAF’s health 
and performance directly in the app. See your driving 
history, performance, and more.1

•  In-vehicle Messaging
•  Eco Ranking
•  Mobile Information Service
•  Driving History
•  And More

Notifications, Alerts & Info1

GET THE IMPORTANT INFO 
SENT DIRECTLY TO YOU



NissanConnect® EV with Services 3 Years Included
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DRIVING HISTORY

Get insights on your driving and get help on how to 
get the best range and charge.1, 2, 9

Driving Records and My Driving Style information 
let you see how you’re driving and can help you 
maximize your range.1, 2

See when you can expect the best charging 
rates with Electric Rate Simulation via the  
NissanConnect® EV & Services app or MyNISSAN 
Owner Portal.1, 9

Notifications, Alerts & Info1

GET THE IMPORTANT INFO 
SENT DIRECTLY TO YOU



Premium Package 3 Years Included
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT

REMOTE CONTROLS

ALERTS

•   Automatic Collision 
Notification

•  Emergency Call
•   Connection to EV 

Roadside Assistance12

•  Stolen Vehicle Locator
•  Alarm Notification

•  Remote Horn & Lights

•  Boundary Alert
•  Valet Alert
•  Curfew Alert
•  Speed Alert

INCLUDES SELECT PACK AGE,  PLUS:

NISSANCONNECT® SERVICES

Premium Package1



Premium Package 3 Years Included
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ALERTS

AUTOM ATIC COLLISION 
NOTIFICATION

Stay in the know with 
customizable alerts delivered 
right to your compatible 
smartphone, like knowing 
if your Nissan LEAF® goes 
above a certain speed.1

Do the kids need to borrow the car? You can 
get a heads-up if they go farther than your 
set boundary.1

Make an Emergency Call at the touch of a 
button and get connected with EV Roadside 
Assistance with an in-vehicle connection.1, 12

In the event of a collision, 
Automatic Collision Notification 
can connect you to a live 
Response Specialist who can 
request emergency services 
on your behalf, if needed.1

Keep tabs on your Nissan1



Select Package 5 Years Included
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NISSANCONNECT® SERVICES

Select Package1

REMOTE CONTROLS NOTIFICATIONS/
ALERTS•   Remote Door 

Lock/Unlock •  Maintenance Alert



Select Package 5 Years Included
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REMOTE DOOR LOCK/
UNLOCK

M AINTENANCE ALERT

Did you lock your vehicle? 
Just use this feature on your 
compatible smartphone and 
lock it again — just in case.1

This feature not only works on compatible 
smartphones but on compatible smart-
watches, too.1

You can choose how you’d like to be notified —
via email, text, in-vehicle message, and/or push 
notifications.1

Stay up to date on your 
vehicle’s maintenance 
requirements with Maintenance 
Alert automated notifications.1

Get access and info directly 
from your smartphone1



NissanConnect® No Subscription Needed
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• Bluetooth® Hands-free 
Phone System1

• Streaming Audio via 
Bluetooth®1

• Available Nissan Door 
to Door Navigation1, 6

• AM/FM audio system
• Apple CarPlay® 
integration1

• Android Auto™ 
compatibility1

• USB/aux inputs13

FEATURES YOU CAN ENJOY 
ON EVERY DRIVE

STANDARD SM ARTPHONE CONNECTIVIT Y

NissanConnect®1



NissanConnect® No Subscription Needed
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APPLE CARPL AY® 
INTEGR ATION

ANDROID AUTO™ 
COMPATIBILIT Y

Want to talk to Siri®? Just press and hold the talk 
button on your steering wheel.1, 13

With Android Auto, connect to your favorite apps 
and compatible smartphone to seamlessly get 
things done throughout your day.1, 13

Talk to Google Assistant 
on Android Auto and 
get things done with 
your voice. Easily send 
messages, get directions, control media, and more. 
Just say, “Hey Google” or long-press the voice control 
button on your steering wheel.1, 6, 13, 14

Bring along your 
favorite apps1

Want to bring your 
favorite iPhone® 
apps along for the 
ride? Apple CarPlay® 

makes it possible. Access them on your touch-
screen display or ask Siri.®1, 13



NissanConnect® No Subscription Needed
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BLUETOOTH® HANDS-
FREE PHONE SYSTEM

BLUETOOTH® AUDIO

Take that incoming call. 
Bluetooth® calling lets you 
make and send texts and calls 
using your Nissan‘s internal 
speakers.1, 13, 14

Upload your compatible smartphone’s 
address book, and the vehicle‘s system 
can provide caller ID on your displays.1, 13

Let your rear passengers DJ. Just pass the 
connected device around or let them add 
their own device.1, 13

Your music comes along, too. 
Streaming Audio via Bluetooth® 
lets you wirelessly stream from 
your compatible smartphone 
to your Nissan.1, 13

Make calls and drop 
some beats1



NissanConnect® No Subscription Needed
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VOICE RECOGNITION
Access your contacts, see available maps, send and 
make texts and calls — all using voice commands.1, 6, 14

Just press the talk button on your steering 
wheel to access Nissan‘s voice-recognition 
technology.1

Now it‘s easier to keep your eyes on the road 
and your hands on the wheel. You can even 
ask for a specific song or playlist.1

Your voice puts 
you in control1



SiriusXM 3 Months Included
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Get access to the widest variety of entertainment. 
With SiriusXM, choose from hundreds of available 
channels covering music, sports, talk, comedy, and 
more. You can listen on the SXM app, online, or at 
home on connected devices — it’s all included with 
your trial.4

Experience SiriusXM perks

PREMIUM ENTERTAINMENT

SiriusXM1

3-MONTH TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION4

https://www.siriusxm.com/trial-offer/nissan?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


SiriusXM 3 Months Included
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MUSIC ,  SPORTS,  AND MORE

Hearing the same music across multiple stations? 
SiriusXM offers a wide variety of curated channels for 
multiple genres and interests.1

Let SiriusXM bring you music genres from rock 
to country and hip-hop to pop. Hear hits before 
they hit. Exclusive music channels inspired by 
your favorite artists, styles, and eras are playing 
right now, on demand and ad-free.1

Set your favorites in your vehicle and continue 
to listen on the SXM app. Just download the app 
and start listening.1

Learn more about SiriusXM

Access a world of  
exclusive content1

https://player.siriusxm.com/welcome?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


SiriusXM Traffic & Travel Link 3 Months Included
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Stay connected with SiriusXM

Traffic, weather, charging stations, sports scores and 
schedules, movie listings, and more — SiriusXM helps 
you stay in the know when you’re on the go.1, 5, 6

INFORM ATION AND MORE WITHIN REACH

SiriusXM Traffic & Travel Link1

https://www.siriusxm.com/infotainment?utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


SiriusXM Traffic & Travel Link 3 Months Included
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GET REAL-TIME UPDATES
Route changes, charging stations, or weather — 
SiriusXM Traffic & Travel Link can help keep you 
ahead of the pack.1, 4, 5, 6

Help avoid roadway congestion with real-
time updates on traffic speed, accidents, 
construction, closures, and more.1

Get detailed info on the weather, charging 
stations, parking, and more seamlessly integrated 
into your vehicle’s navigation system.1, 5, 6

Stay informed about what 
matters to you most1



Video Playlist
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NissanConnect® Overview
 

Nissan LEAF® Overview
 

NissanConnect® EV
 

NissanConnect® | Amazon Alexa Skill
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WDsQ6FEGUA&utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPkcYb3vk_Q&utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lux6R8KKj6k&utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsJoVgps77Y&utm_source=MY24_VCS_Connect_EV_Digital_Brochure&utm_medium=Downloadable_PDF_Brochure&utm_campaign=VCS_2024_Nissan_Connect_EV


1 Feature availability is dependent on vehicle model, 
trim level, packaging and options. Trial included 
with vehicle purchase. Consumer activation 
of NissanConnect Services package required. 
Compatible connected device and wireless network 
may be required. Refer to connected device’s owner’s 
manual for details. Late availability for some features.

Driving is serious business and requires your full 
attention. Only use features and connected devices 
when safe and legal to do so. Some features, including 
automatic crash notification and SOS, are dependent 
upon the telematics device being in operative condition, 
its ability to connect to a wireless network, compatible 
wireless network availability, navigation map data and 
GPS satellite signal receptions, the absence of which 
can limit or prevent the ability to reach Customer Care 
or receive support. GPS mapping may not be detailed in 
all areas or reflect current road status. Never program 
GPS while driving. Only use Remote Engine Start and 
Remote Horn features in accordance with any laws, 
rules or ordinances in effect in your vehicle’s location.

Some services and features are provided by and 
dependent on third party service providers and not 
Nissan. Should service provider terminate or restrict 
service or features, service or features may be 
suspended or terminated without notice or with no 
liability to Nissan or its partners or agents. Services 
and features may require compatible cellular network 
provided by independent companies not within Nissan 
or its partners’ or agents’ control. Cellular network 
signal strength may vary and may not be available in 
all areas or at all times. Services and features may not 
function if cellular network is unavailable, restricted, or 
terminated. Nissan and its partners or agents are not 
responsible for associated costs or other third party 
changes that may be required for continued operation 
due to cellular network unavailability, restriction, or 
termination (including equipment replacements/
upgrades, if available, or roaming charges on alternative 
networks). Technology is evolving, and changes by 
independent companies are not within Nissan’s or its 
partners’ or agents’ control.

Enrollment, owner consent, personal identification 
number (PIN), and subscription agreement may be 
required to receive full suite of features and services. 
Trial periods (if applicable) begin on the date of vehicle 
purchase or lease of a new Nissan. Trial periods and 
feature availability may be subject to change at any 
time and may be subject to early termination without 
notice. Required subscriptions may be sold separately 
for each available feature or service after trial period 
ends, and may continue until you call service provider 
to cancel. Installation costs, one-time activation fee, 
other fees and taxes may apply. Fees and programming 
subject to change. Feature may be subject to age 
restrictions in some areas. Subscriptions governed 
by service provider’s subscription agreement, terms 
and conditions and privacy statements available 
at service provider’s website. Text rates or data 
usage may apply. NissanConnect with WiFi terms 
and conditions of subscriber agreement apply. Trial 
is included with vehicle purchase on equipped new 
Nissan vehicles. Once your vehicle has exceeded the 
coverage parameters of the roadside assistance 
benefits included with your vehicle purchase, you will 
be responsible for any charges incurred by obtaining 
roadside assistance for your vehicle. For complete 
information concerning warranty coverage, conditions 
and exclusions, please see your Nissan dealer and read 
the warranty information booklet.

The Nissan names, logos and slogans are trademarks 
owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. or its 
North American subsidiaries. Other trademarks and 
trade names are those of their respective owners.

For important safety information, system limitations, 
and additional operating and feature information, see 
dealer, owner’s manual, or NissanUSA.com/connect/
legal.

2 2024 EPA-estimated range up to 149 miles for Nissan 
LEAF® S for combined city/highway driving; up to 
212 miles for Nissan LEAF SV PLUS for combined city/
highway driving. 2024 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 123 
City MPGe / 99 Highway MPGe / 111 Combined MPGe 
for Nissan LEAF S, 121 City MPGe / 98 Highway MPGe / 
109 Combined MPGe for Nissan LEAF SV PLUS. Based 
on EPA formula of 33.7 kW/hour equal to one gallon of 
gasoline energy, EPA rated LEAF S equivalent to 123 MPG 
measured as gasoline fuel efficiency in city driving, and 
99 MPG in highway driving; LEAF SV PLUS equivalent 
to 121 MPG measured as gasoline fuel efficiency in city 
driving, and 98 MPG in highway driving. Actual mileage 
will vary with trim levels, options, and driving conditions. 
See Customer Disclosure Form for details. Use for 
comparison only.

3 Availability may vary. NissanConnect Services 
subscription may be required. Always read and follow 
instructions for safe update procedures. You may 
contact Nissan at 1-800-333-0207 for assistance with 
software updates. You may also visit your local Nissan 
dealer; dealership charges may apply.

4 Service will automatically stop at the end of your 
trial subscription period unless you decide to continue 
service. If you do not wish to enjoy your trial, you 
can cancel by calling the number below. All SiriusXM 
services require a subscription, each sold separately by 
SiriusXM after the trial period. Service subject to the 
SiriusXM Customer Agreement and Privacy Policy, 
are not within Nissan's control. Visit siriusxm.com for 
complete terms and how to cancel which includes 
online methods or calling 1-866-635-2349. Some 
services and features are subject to device capabilities 
and location availability. Certain features and/or 
content may not be available in vehicles with SiriusXM 
with 360L unless an active data connection is enabled 
in the vehicle. Content varies by SiriusXM subscription 
package. All fees, content and features are subject to 
change.

5 Public charging networks are provided by 
independent companies, and are not within Nissan’s 
control. Availability of charging stations not guaranteed.

6 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not 
be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status.

7 Heating or cooling of the cabin while vehicle is 
charging may decrease range or extend charging time. 
See Owner’s Manual for safety information.

8 Certain Alexa functionality is dependent on smart 
home technology. Amazon Alexa Skills is a trademark of 
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

9 Charging time and capacity may vary based on power 
source, ambient temperature, battery temperature, 
condition, and age, and use of vehicle accessories while 
charging. For Level 1 home charging use only a 110-120 
volt, 15-amp dedicated outlet for charging. For Level 2 
home charging use only a 240 volt charging dock on a 
dedicated outlet for charging. See Customer Disclosure 
Form for details.

10 Feature availability varies by vehicle model year, 
model, trim level, packaging and options. Connectivity 
service may be required. Alexa is Amazon's cloud-
based voice service. Subject to third party service 
availability. Amazon, Alexa, Echo, and all related marks 
are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. For 
more information see NissanUSA.com/connect/legal.

11 Actual route at time of departure may vary due to 
battery level at trip departure, changes in traffic, etc. 
that could affect the original trip plan.

12 Roadside assistance coverage period varies by model 
year/model. For complete information concerning 
warranty coverage, conditions and exclusions, see 
your Nissan dealer and read the warranty information 
booklet for the model year/model.

13 Driving is serious business and requires your full 
attention. If you have to use the connected device while 
driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full 
attention may be given to vehicle operation. External 
device not included.

14 Use Hands Free Text Messaging when parked in a 
safe location. If you must use while driving, monitor 
traffic conditions and keep both hands on the steering 
wheel to prevent collisions. Compatible device required. 
Message and data rates may apply.

©2023 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Amazon,  
Alexa, Echo, and all related marks are trademarks of 
Amazon. com, Inc. or its affiliates.

Apple CarPlay®, App Store®, Apple Watch®, and Siri® are 
registered trademarks of Apple, Inc.

Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by 
Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

Google, Android, Google Play, Android Auto and other 
marks are trademarks of Google LLC. Google Assistant 
is not available in certain languages and countries. To 
use Android Auto on your car display, you’ll need an 
Android phone running Android 8 or higher, an active 
data plan, and the Android Auto app.

iOS® is a registered trademark of Cisco Technology, Inc.

iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. All rights 
reserved. iPhone® or other external device not included. 

The Sirius®, XM®, and SiriusXM® names and all related 
marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective 
owners.

This brochure is intended for general descriptive and 
informational purposes only. It is subject to change 
and does not constitute an offer, representation or 
warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, 
Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy 
of any information in this brochure as it relates to 
a vehicle directly with Nissan North America, Inc., 
before relying on it to make a purchase decision. 
Nissan North America, Inc., reserves the right to make 
changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, 
colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and 
models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due 
to continuous product development and other pre-
and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials 
and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some 
vehicles shown with optional equipment. See the 
actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and 
delivery times for particular models or equipment 
may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may 
differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. 
For additional information on availability, options or 
accessories, see your Nissan dealer or contact Nissan 
North America, Inc. At NissanUSA.com, you’ll find 
virtual product demonstrations, a way to “build your 
own Nissan,” a dealer locator, and more information 
about key Nissan support services. Or if you’d prefer, 
call 1-800-NISSAN-3 for answers to specific questions 
about NissanConnect® or any Nissan product. The 
Nissan names, logos, product names, feature names, 
and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed 
to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. and/or its North American 
subsidiaries. Other trademarks and trade names are 
those of their respective owners. Always wear your seat 
belt, and please drive responsibly. ©2023 Nissan North 
America, Inc.


